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ABSTRACT Operational risk management in supply chain activities is important for the successful
achievement of the desired outcomes. Although it is an active area of research with an aim of improving
a firm’s success in its operations, a drawback of existing approaches is that they analyze it from only the
perspective of events local to the supply chain. In this paper, we argue that it is also important for firms in
a supply chain to consider external events as they will directly influence the internal ones and use various
real-world examples of the risks in different processes of a supply chain as justification to prove our point.
We then consider supply chain risk management not only as an operational research process, as do all the
relevant survey papers, but a data science problem to gain deeper real-time insights for information risk
management. Then, we suggest directions for future research that will assist supply chain risk managers to
undertake better supply chain risk management processes.

INDEX TERMS Supply chain risk management, supply chain resilience, supply chain dynamics, big data,
decision analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the performances of supply chains (SCs) are uncertain
as a result of unexpected changes in their supply processes,
the concept of SC risk management (SCRM) has been devel-
oped as a means of mitigating their risks [21], [25], [30]
by executing strategies to manage them and reduce a SC’s
vulnerability to them [42], [85]. Many researchers have pro-
posed definitions of a SC risk; for example, [30] defined it
as ‘‘the prospect and influence of surprising macro and/or
micro level proceedings or conditions that poorly impact
any portion of a SC yielding to irregularities, strategic level
failures, or tactical or operational’’. SC risks are broadly
classified as operational and disruptional [12], [21], [83].
Operational risks involve uncertainties related to providing
a supply that satisfies demand and result from insufficient
or unsuccessful processes, people and/or systems, such as
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quality and/or delivery issues. Disruptional risks focus on
disruptions that occur because of human-made or natural dis-
asters, for example, earthquakes, floods and terrorist attacks.
As, because of its uncertainties, a disruptional risk is unpre-
dictable, it is difficult to control and manage, and requires
business continuity management while an operational one is
relatively more manageable because it can be predicted from
past events [12].

Our focus in this paper is on operational risks related to
a SC’s operations which can be categorized as, for example,
those pertaining to material, supply, product and information
flows, which relate to different functions of a SC’s oper-
ations [21], with their different sub-categories related to a
SC’s various internal and/or external sources. Operational
risks arising from internal sources are due to the different
levels of commitment to information flows, finance, prod-
uct and/or demand between any two partners who do not
follow a defined Service Level Agreement (SLA). On the
other hand, the operational risks of external sources are
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caused by deviations in these sources which result in them
occurring in a different way from that defined in a SLA.
In other words, they are a result of the environmental factors
at different locations which impact on SC partners and their
capabilities to adhere to the terms of the relevant SLA [9].
Although some methods in the literature attempted to deal
with such types of external risk as disruptions to operational
factors by building resilience into their operations [61] most
adopted a reactive approach that handled disruptions after
they occurred. While this makes sense for risk events of
the type ‘unknown’, for others, such as emerging risks and
‘known’, SCRM can be improved by adopting a proactive
approach using an information open-loop SC in which local
firms consider not only the readily available key information
but also the complementary external information related to
them and their suppliers for operational risk management.
Using such an approach, events which may negatively affect
the key operational performance factors are identified before-
hand at the earliest possible time in order to be managed
before they can detrimentally impact on the goal. Most recent
studies that considered operational risk examined only the
internal sources of a SC [13], [49], [81], [88].

In this paper, we argue that, to achieve an effective oper-
ational risk management process, it is very important to
also consider the external sources of risk. To achieve this
objective, organizations should have the capability to identify,
capture, process and use external information before merg-
ing it with internal information to ensure better operational
risk management. Despite the importance of this, very few
studies have actually proposed models that considered the
impact of external factors on operational risk [20], [52], [91].
The few methods which adopted a proactive approach for
dealing with disruptive events, changed the SC’s structure
before a disruption occurred [34], [58]. However, while
these methods ensured the continuity of a SC’s operations
during disruptions, as they did not analyses, anticipate and
manage events on a real-time basis, they could have had
a detrimental impact on the goal. There is some anecdo-
tal evidence that companies have used such analytics with
real-time data in combination with an existing information
system to obtain a better-informed SCRM model [92]. Spe-
cific to SCRM, DHL emphasized the need for it to have
such data feeds of global incidents to achieve better impact
assessment and mitigation of its SC’s operations [18]. How-
ever, no studies with a professional and scientific rigor have
specifically examined techniques that could enable logistics
companies to obtain a complete picture of uncertainties for
better SCRM.

Our aim in this paper is to highlight for risk managers the
need to consider external events (where possible) and grant
them equal importance to internal ones when undertaking
an informed analysis of operational SC risks. While some
researchers have discussed the need for an end-to-end view
of a SC, to date, no methods for achieving this have been
proposed in the literature. The rest of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section 2 discusses the classification of

operational risks and the need to maintain visibility not only
across a SC but also outside it to ensure an informed SCRM.
Section 3 presents a survey of the literature on risk man-
agement approaches for the various SC processes from a
visibility perspective. Section 4 highlights the implications
for risk managers of ignoring external events when conduct-
ing SCRM and Section 5 presents our suggestions for future
research in this area. We summaries this paper in Section 6,
emphasizing some new directions for SCRM research.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATIONAL RISKS IN SC
MANAGEMENT (SCM) AND NEED TO CONSIDER
EXTERNAL RISKS FOR BETTER SCRM
The process of risk management can broadly be classified as
risk identification, assessment and mitigation. The first is the
process of identifying risks that will be managed by reduc-
ing the vulnerabilities faced by the SC [73]. Determining
uncertainties can reduce a SC’s non-adherence to the terms
of its SLA and then be assessed in the risk assessment step
by determining the likelihood of a risk event occurring and
its impact [27]. Risk management is the process in which
the strategies and methods used to reduce or eliminate unde-
sirable risks are developed [30]. Measures can be directed
towards decreasing the severity of a risk’s consequences,
minimizing the likelihood of a risk occurring and reducing
an organization’s exposure to risk [30] using approaches such
as behavior-based management techniques, building strategic
associations with suppliers, gaining the early involvement of
suppliers and/or adopting business continuity planning as a
proper risk [44], [60].

The first key step that needs to be performed well in
SCRM is risk identification that is, identifying the factors or
events which have the capability to disrupt a SC’s operations
defined in the SLAs. While SC operational factors can be
categorized in many different ways, this paper uses the six
broad classifications proposed by [63]. Rangel et al.’s liter-
ary review also highlights the lack of consensus among the
authors surveyed on the types of operational risks that affect
a SC which lead to difficulties in identifying the point in a
SC where there is a particular risk. Existing approaches for
determining risk events for SCRM could include every step
in the sub-categories of risk management shown in Figure 1.
Operational risks would be included in the SC processes of
plan, source, make, delivery and its internal stages. Accord-
ing to [63], the ‘plan’ process covers the activities related
to planning the demand, supply, capacity and resources to
achieve the best outcome, the ‘source’ one to purchasing the
required materials, including selecting suppliers, the ‘make’
one to transforming the materials into products and/or ser-
vices, the ‘delivery’ one to ensuring the proper transmission
of orders to relevant organizations upstream that will result
in the timely production and subsequent delivery of goods,
the ‘return’ one to the return of products and/or services,
and the ‘other’ one to factors such as the environment and
culture, that is, those not directly related to the SC processes
of product and service delivery.
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FIGURE 1. Classifications of operational risks in SCs proposed by Rangel et al. (2015).

A. SC VISIBILITY AND NEED TO CONSIDER IT FROM
THE PERSPECTIVE OF EXTERNAL EVENTS
An organization in a SC is responsible for achieving the
expected outcomes in at least one or a combination of the
areas in Figure 1 while also considering the factors that may
impede it from doing so. SC visibility is defined as ‘‘the
extent to which actors organizations within a SC have access
to or share information which they consider as key or useful
to their operations and which they consider will be of mutual
benefit’’ [46]. It has several benefits, including improving
responsiveness to changes in supply and demand, obtaining
a clear view of the entire SC, decreasing business risk and
enhancing a SC’s collaboration and performance [39]. It is
dependent on the extent and scope of the information being
shared and its theoretical background is based on two theo-
ries, namely, the Resource Dependence Theory (RDT) and
Relational View (RV). From an organization’s perspective,
the first relates to the collection of information that will affect
that organization’s behavior, that is, it indicates the depen-
dency of an organization on others for critical resources and
concerns it collecting the information important for it to real-
ize its expectations. The RV studies the inter-organizational
relationships of a SC as a source from which to obtain a
competitive advantage while sharing resources between SC
partners assists in coordinating their benefits [41]. It exam-
ines how the formation of such relationships assists an orga-
nization to acquire resources to reduce its uncertainties and
interdependencies [29]. Reference [39] explained that these
schemes for SC visibility have led organizations to engage in
either collaborative behavior, where companies are willing to
share information with their partners to leverage social capital
or opportunistic behavior where theymaintain some degree of
information asymmetry to control the behaviors of their SC
partners.

Our objective in this paper is not to differentiate between
RDT and RV but to emphasize the need for SC visibil-
ity by gaining a broader view of information that includes
external events in order to achieve better SCRM. In this
respect, the RDT premise is beneficial for organizations as it
demonstrates their levels of dependence on their immediate
responsible entities, as shown in Figure 2 for two service
providers, 1 and 2, which are dependent on hub 2 that, in turn,

is dependent on hub 1. From the perspective of the service
provider 1, current SCRM methods which analyzed the risk
of failure focused on using only information local to the SC
and related to the SLAs (from hub 2). As depicted in Figure 3,
while this would assist SCRM by considering internal events,
it would not make a SC immune to events external to it and
would impact on its partners (hub 2) committing to the factors
defined in the relevant SLA. In other words, better SCRM
could be achieved when, rather than being able to see only
events internal to a SC, each organization also considered
external ones that would impact equally on an upstream
partner’s capability to commit to the defined SLAs.

The majority of approaches proposed in the literature
managed only SC risks that impacted on the performance of a
SC partner [12], [30], [55], [80] and, in most cases, controlled
and managed those which arose from factors internal to the
SC [6], [16], [65], [67], [72], [86]. In the classifications
of operational risks proposed by [63], Table 1 shows what
types assist in the management of SC operations, with those
that do not depend on the performance of the SC’s partner,
namely, external events, not considered. However, they are
important as they impact directly or indirectly on internal
risk classifications and their objectives; for example, as an
external event, such as an increase in the price of a particular
product due to environmental factors, significantly impacts
on an entire internal SC process, it also affects well-managed
risk management tasks in the local process, such as plan-
ning (plan), sourcing (source) and manufacturing (make).
Although it is evident that organizations may adopt some
processes to deal with them, how they do so is unknown.
In the next section, we use examples to demonstrate the
need to consider external events that negatively impact on
the operational factors of risk.

III. OVERVIEW OF RISK MANAGEMENT AND
CLASSIFICATION OF OPERATIONAL
RISKS IN CONTEXT OF SCS
A. RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
FOR PLAN PROCESS
The plan process in SC operations is important for
planning the demand, supply, capacity and resources
required to achieve the best outcome and guiding the other
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FIGURE 2. Networked view of SC showing interdependencies among different partners.

FIGURE 3. Emphasis on need to consider both external and internal events and their impacts to achieve better SCRM.

decision-making processes [63]. According to [38], manag-
ing risks in the plan process of a particular project requires
controlling them at acceptable levels. Reference [50] iden-
tified different risk types that occur in the plan process

and discussed how they could be analyzed and managed.
According to [63], these risks can be categorized as five
types: strategic; information; capacity; demand;andinertia.
Table 2(a) defines each type, including its scope and how it
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TABLE 1. Internal and external operational risk types in SC.

can be addressed. As can be seen, although several studies
in the literature defined, assessed, mitigated and predicted
these different types, as shown in the last column, they did
not consider the external factors that affect them.

To consider such external events, the visibility of an orga-
nization’s SC needs to be expanded, especially in the tech-
niques used to assess and manage risks. According to [47],
increasing visibility leads to various positive impacts, such
as increasing the trust between organizations and better man-
agement of risks. This is particularly relevant to the plan
process as it will assist organizations to analyses events that
have an impact on SC risks before they occur and enable
them to identify possible weaknesses in their SCs and develop
emergency plans, thereby making a better management of
such risks a reality. Such an analysis could then be used
by organizations to adapt their mitigation efforts and more
effectivelyminimize the impacts of risk events. An analysis of
existing approaches for modeling, identifying and resolving
plan-based risks showed that they used concepts such as fuzzy
theory, distribution function in tandem models and proba-
bilistic functions with known distributions to model supply
and demand, as shown in Table 2(b). However, as can be seen
in the last column, their common drawback was their limited
access to SC visibility which affected their capability to make
better, well-informed SCRM decisions.

B. RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
FOR SOURCE PROCESS
The source process in a SC relates to the purchase of
the required materials, including the selection of suppliers.

To successfully achieve its objectives, it is important to man-
age risk at several levels. According to [63], the risks affecting
this process can be classified as three types, namely, supply,
financial and relationship, which, as they considerably affect
the output of the source process in terms of factors such as
cost and quality [22], [36], need to be managed. Table 2(c)
defines each type of risk in this process, its scope, events
it addresses and the consequences of not considering those
related to external factors.

As can be seen in Table 2(c), the current research presented
in the literature addressed different aspects of source risks,
for example, [74] developed a conceptual framework for
understanding the relationship between risk and KPIs from
the viewpoint of a network of firms in order to address,
maintain and reduce risks by forming flexible contracts
among/between members. However, a key aspect that was
ignored was the absence of SC visibility of external events
which, as shown in the right-hand column in Table 2(c),
led to disruptions in SC operations, resulting in outcomes
such as the accumulation of excess stock. Not considering
external events, especially in the source process, meant that
the impacts of political events were also ignored despite their
inherent natures possibly being agents for change that could
impact on the capability to achieve/obtain the overall scope
of a SC.

Some researchers [12], [47], [65] used a variety of tech-
niques to identify and mitigate SC risks in the source process
of SCM while others [7], [30] integrated techniques from
operational methods and financial instruments to measure
and address them. However, as shown in the right-hand col-
umn in Table 2(d), although existing approaches helped to
identify and manage source-based risks from an international
perspective, they were incapable of identifying, assessing and
managing those arising from external events. In other words,
they did not provide external visibility of events that may
greatly affect SC operations during the source process.

C. RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES TO MAKE PROCESS
The next classification of risk in the SC is the make process,
the scope of which [63] defined as the use and transformation
of the materials obtained into products and/or services. The
success of this process is crucial for achieving customer sat-
isfaction as well as determining and improving the flexibility
of the SC by decreasing costs and increasing assets. As the
two types of risk that affect this process, which are classified
as operational and disruptional [63], influence a supplier’s
capability to satisfy the anticipated customer demand, they
need to be addressed and managed. Table 2(e) presents defi-
nitions of each type of risk in this process, its scope, the risk
events the authors discuss and the shortcomings of their not
addressing those related to external factors.

There are approaches in the literature for identifying, mea-
suring, reducing and forecasting the operational risks in a SC
cycle; for example, apart from categorizing SCRM research
from 2003 to 2013, [30] focused on defining operational risk,
and its types, factors and management/mitigation strategies.
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FIGURE 4. Importance of considering both external and internal risk classifications for better SCRM (link between internal and external risk events
could assist in identifying risk factors in SCs).

FIGURE 5. Considering both internal and external information in SCRM for identifying and mitigating risk events in SCs.

Other studies, such as that of [12], considered it using a
variance-based view to decrease it in the supply and demand
processes of a SC through three kinds of collaboration,
namely, those of suppliers, internal events and customers.
However, as shown in Table 2(e), while existing approaches
measured and managed the operational risks arising between
internal partners, they broadly failed to consider events exter-
nal to a SC and determine their impacts on internal pro-
cesses which leave them vulnerable to disruption and failure.

One way in which this can be addressed is by measuring the
correlation between the related factors of operational risks
that provides their interconnections and interdependencies.
Once the external events that affect a certain factor have
been identified, this interconnectedness can be used to ascer-
tain their overall impacts on a SC and manage the resultant
operational risks. However, approaches that first capture the
external events related to factors and then determine their
interconnectedness have not yet been developed.
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TABLE 2a. Risk types in the SCM plan process.

Many researchers [7], [12], [30], [47], [65] have used
integrated techniques from operational methods and financial
instruments to measure and address such risks. As shown

in Table 2(f), [16] investigated the role of flexibility and
social responsibility in minimizing potential operational risks
while [31] used knowledge acquisition as one factor to
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TABLE 2b. Summary of recent approaches for plan process and their shortcomings (gaps) from perspective of visibility across the supply chain.

reduce them. However, as shown in the last column
in Table 2(f), although these approaches assisted in reducing
operational risks, the scopes of these authors’ analyses were
limited to events internal to SCs whereas, as external ones
would also have an impact and disrupt operational processes,
there is a need to capture, analyses and manage them.

D. RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
FOR THE DELIVERY PROCESS
The delivery process in a SC begins when an order is placed,
after which it is necessary to ensure the proper transmission
of information to different organizations upstream for its
production [63]. Risks in this process can arise from any event
that affects the supply of a product or service to a customer
that has an impact in terms of cost and timely delivery.
As mentioned by [11], the sourcing and supply of prod-
ucts and services to businesses and consumers are becoming
increasingly complex and need to be managed appropriately.
According to [63], the risk in the delivery process is classified
as the customer type, as shown in Table 2(g).

Several methods for addressing delivery risks have been
proposed in the literature; for example, [49] and [88] mod-
eled, quantified, mitigated and solved problems arising from
uncertainties that affected the delivery process. Reference [6]

designed a network of SCs that included several capacitated
distribution centers and retail markets that supplied multi-
ple products under uncertainties. They considered a separate
group as potential sites for distribution centers and retail
outlets and investigated the impacts of the strategic decisions
made. However, while these approaches helped to address the
uncertainties that may influence the delivery process, they did
not consider the full suite of those arising from events external
to the SC, as shown in Table 2(h), and some used techniques
such as fuzzy theory and stochastic models.

As shown in Table 2(h), these approaches focus mainly on
addressing the uncertainties related to supply, demand and
processing, and determining how to manage them better to
alleviate the risks arising in the delivery of products. How-
ever, as shown in the last column, these approaches failed to
consider events external to SC and the impacts they would
have on the delivery process.

E. RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
FOR THE RETURN PROCESS
Activities in the return process are related to the sale
of products or services, including the receipt of material
flows, off-specification, dissatisfaction among customers,
issues arising frommaintenance, and repairing, recycling and
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TABLE 2c. Risk types in SCM source process.

re-using products [63]. Another definition of return involves
all the activities related to it, such as evasion, gatekeeping,
reverse logistics and elimination [54]. Reference [74] defined
the risks that occur in this process as being of the legaltype,
as shown in Table 2(i).

Studies by [52] and [86] identified and measured the risks
in a SCM’s return process while [86] investigated the roles of
different factors in the context of varying risk scenarios. More
importantly, these relationships were examined regarding two
serious risks: legal ones of the rule of law; and supplier ones
of non-compliance. While these factors may be related and
important for facilitating the return process across the SC,
as shown in Table 2(j), the techniques used in these analyses
were limited to events within the scope of particular SCs.

While they would assist in addressing the risks, they would
not be immune to any external event with the capability to
introducemany vulnerabilities that could impact on the return
process across the SC.

F. RISK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
FOR OTHER PROCESSES
Reference [63] consider that, as factors such as the envi-
ronment and culture are not directly related to the SC pro-
cesses of product and service delivery, they are categorized
as ‘other’ processes. Risks associated with environmental
factors are defined as events that can influence the SC from
outside and are usually economic, social, governmental or
technological in origin [14], [63]. They are very common
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TABLE 2d. Summary of recent approaches for source process and their shortcomings (gaps) from the perspective of visibility across the supply chain.

TABLE 2e. Risk types in SCM make process.

and can directly affect all the internal processes of the SC
(‘‘supply chain risk,’’ April 2017). However, as is clear

from our discussions in earlier sections, it is vital to study
operations external to a SC in order to define the potential
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TABLE 2f. Summary of recent approaches for make process and their shortcomings (gaps) from perspective of visibility across the SC.

TABLE 2g. Risk types in SCM delivery process.

TABLE 2h. Summary of recent approaches for delivery process and their shortcomings (gaps) from perspective of visibility across SC.

risk events emanating from them. Some recent studies empha-
sized the need to consider shared information but did not

consider that of external environmental events, as shown
in Table 2(k).
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TABLE 2i. Risk types in SCM return process.

TABLE 2j. Summary of recent approaches for return process and their shortcomings (gaps) from perspective of visibility across SC.

Risks associated with cultural factors are defined as those
events that arise from differences among languages, people
and attitudes towards conducting business [63], including
factors such as managing and maintaining the reputation of
a SC organization for its sustainable performance. This was
considered by [37] who applied the logic of bounded ratio-
nality to manage the reputation of a corporation and achieve
sustainable SCM which confirmed that reputational risk is
an important factor in a company’s decision to implement
sustainable social and environmental management practices
in a SC.

IV. IMPORTANCE OF CONSIDERING EXTERNAL
RISK FACTORS IN SCRM APPROACHES
In the previous section, we highlighted the wide range of
approaches researchers have used to address the diverse types
of operational risks in SC tasks and their different techniques

for each SC process. While our analysis is certainly not
comprehensive or complete, we nevertheless draw on it and
the classification of SC risks presented by [63] to highlight
the following systemic drawbacks in the SCRM approaches
in the literature. They highlight that it is essential to consider
both internal and external risk events, for example, environ-
mental factors, in order to effectively manage and control risk
events in SCs.

A. TO STOP CONSIDERING A SILO-BASED VIEW
OF FACTORS IMPACTING ON SCRM
Existing approaches adopt a silo-based view of the factors
that affect risk whereby those related to the risk being man-
aged are immune to the impacts of external events despite
studies such as those of [20] and [37] having investigated risk
events emanating from external operations and emphasizing
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TABLE 2k. Summary of recent approaches for other processes and their shortcomings (gaps) from the perspective of visibility across the SC.

FIGURE 6. Levels at which risk management needs to be considered to achieve informed SCRM process.

that not considering them is still a problem in SCRM. There-
fore, as external risk events influence the process of risk
management, irrespective of their diverse types, they should
be identified and assessed to mitigate risk events in SCs. To
facilitate a smooth flow of resources, goods and information
across a SC, there needs to be equilibrium with what is
happening outside it.

In this paper, we assert that risk managers should consider
information both internal and external to a SC for better
risk management, as represented in Figure 3 in which it
is stated that organizations should have a broad view of
information to increase visibility and assist in the better
identification and management of risks, with the techniques
required to identify these events in SC processes highlighted.
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FIGURE 7. Use of external and internal information to improve SCRM and identify risk factors in SCs.

Associating external information with SC processes is pro-
posed in Figure 4, where external and internal risk events that
could occur in SCRM are linked. An important difference in
this association from that proposed by [63] is that it considers
environmental events external to all the SC processes that will
affect each separate process. In such a representation, risk
managers do not simply take a silo-based approach to external
events, as is done currently, but continuously consider rele-
vant information streaming from outside the SC and use it if
it is applicable to the SCRM process, as shown in Figure 5.

B. TO CONSIDER SCRM AS DATA SCIENCE PROBLEM
The importance of being proactive in risk management has
been stressed in the literature in many different domains
and has been achieved in SCRM through the development
of various Operational Research (OR), Management Sci-
ence (MS) and Multi-criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
methods, as evidenced by relevant survey articles in the litera-
ture. A shortcoming of these approaches is that, although they
model the information provided to them based on which a
risk management or risk mitigation strategy is recommended,
our analysis in Section 3 shows that the presumption that
information remains the same does not hold true. Data science

technique could analyses big data collected from the potential
process of SCs in order to mitigate internal and external
risk events. Hence, these approaches need to be combined
with data science techniques that will enable risk managers
to combine their power with OR techniques for the better
management of SC risks.

Although some approaches in the literature emphasized
the need for Big Data analytics in logistics and SC opera-
tions [84], they are focused on using predictive, prescriptive
and descriptive processes. While such techniques may pro-
vide risk managers with good awareness, unless they are done
on a real-time basis, they will not be helpful for risk manage-
ment. This is because, informed risk management requires
risk managers to be proactive in their analysis, which in
today’s world of data deluge requires the real-time processing
of information combined with the traditional qualitative and
quantitative approaches for risk management currently in use.

C. TO INCREASE THE LENS OF INFORMATION VISIBILITY
TO MOVE FROM END-TO-END VIEW OF SC TO ’SENSE
AND RESPOND’ ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION
Risk managers need to acknowledge that, in the current era
of information overload, risk management can benefit from
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TABLE 3. Potential for recent failures in SC operations to be better managed through monitoring of related external events.

an increase in the lens of information visibility. Rather than
taking only an end-to-end view of a SC and using OR tech-
niques to model and manage the risks that start at Level 2,
as shown in Figure 6, risk managers need to adopt a ‘sense
and respond’ analysis of external information that directly
feeds into the analysis models from Level 2 upwards. The
current literature [3] highlights the integration of OEM with
tier-level suppliers but fails to consider external information
while other researchers, such as [80], emphasized the need to
better manage the information flow.

It can be seen from the analysis presented in Tables 2(a)
to (j) (Section 3) that existing approaches for risk analysis
in each SC process adopt either a qualitative or quantitative
approach to risk management, with none combining exist-
ing methods and data science as input that feeds into the
OR/MS/MCDM/MCDA model, as identified as their draw-
backs. Recent work has begun to use Big Data analytics to
help risk managers increase their lens of information visi-
bility which will enable them to be aware of external events
and consider them on a real-time basis in order to be proac-
tive and make informed and timely decisions regarding risk
management. Figure 6 illustrates how risk managers should
first use qualitative and quantitative approaches to identify
the factors indicating external events that need to be moni-
tored and then use data science techniques to capture them
before feeding that information into Level 2 and above where
OR/MS/MCDM/Big Data methods can be used to discover
hidden insights that will lead to better SCRM.

V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH ON
SCRM USING DATA SCIENCE TECHNIQUES
The modern Web’s fascinating range of tools, such as social
media and news feeds, provides organizations in SCs with
valuable information that can be read, understood, shared and
used for their operations. It has become a ‘laboratory’ for
understanding the pulse of humanity and, to make sense of
large social and information networks, a range of techniques
has been proposed.These approaches fall within the research
area of Social and Information Network Analysis (SINA).
Figure 7 shows how these data science techniques can be
conjointly used with existing OR/MCDM/MCDA methods
to inform risk management in SCs. Using such models to
analyze data allows SC managers to understand and differen-
tiate behaviors between information of interest and expected
phenomena to gain insights.

The following approaches have been applied in many dif-
ferent areas.

Organizations listening to customers’ product reviews
to reinvent themselves: recently, many organizations have
restored their profits by changing their ways of operating in
response to what their customers have said in reviews [64];
for example, Best Buy, Nascar and Yahoo took the proactive
step of paying attention to this external information and
translating it into action. Other recent works, such as that
of [53], adopted the perspective of new product developers
and scanned external information in the form of product
descriptions of related products to identify which of their
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features could be used in future versions of the reference
product. In a SC, organizations can apply these techniques to
observe shifts in customer demand for new products and then
use this information in their planning and sourcing processes.

Using real-time information from sensors to recom-
mend changes to avoid disasters: while every organization
makes its operational plans according to its goals, progress
has also been made by recommending changes based on the
real-time monitoring of information to avoid disasters, for
example, [92] developed an approach for monitoring driver
fatigue and determining its level on a real-time basis which
transportation companies could use to ensure that drivers
showing symptoms of fatigue were not allowed to continue
driving. Similar devices have been applied successfully in
high-end luxury cars, such as the Mercedes Benz Atten-
tion Assist System [40], and healthcare services [48], [59].
An organization using these techniques can observe devia-
tions occurring in its SC’s parameters and take proactive steps
before there is a detrimental impact on its operations.

Using real-time information from news feeds to change
operational plans to achieve success: there have been
many cases of companies relying not only on published
information but also regularly updating their knowledge as
real-time information was obtained to ensure they achieved
success. A study by City College of New York [35]
showed that the ridership of New York buses increased
by around 2% from January 2011 through December 2013
because transit riders were provided with real-time updates
about their bus’s status rather than having to rely on
the printed timetable available at a bus stop which
allowed them to be less stressed and plan their activi-
ties accordingly. Similar initiatives have been adopted by
other transportation companies; for example, the Transport
Canberra (http://www.nxtbus.act.gov.au/#/liveDepartures)
website allows customers to search for live departure times
90 minutes in advance. This also enables car drivers and users
of GPS systems to re-route their journey if informed of a
deadlock or traffic jam on their current planned path. In a
SC, organizations using these techniques can be more agile
in terms of changing their operations to meet their expected
outcomes which will help them in their make, delivery and
return processes.
Table 3 presents examples of circumstances in which the

operational risks from the real-world incidents mentioned
in Section 3 could have been managed better if external
events had been considered as part of SCRM. It is clear that
these events play an important role, not only in achieving the
predefined operational goal but also in ensuring that those
that occur after that goal has been formulated are negoti-
ated before they have a detrimental impact. It can be seen
from the survey of risk management approaches presented in
Section 3 that none of those used in SCRM incorporates data
science techniques as inputs to capture external information
prior to the use of the OR/MCDM/MCDA model for risk
assessment and management. As shown in Figures 6 and 7,
we stress the need for risk managers to employ such an input

process and consider risk management as a combined pro-
cess of data science and existing operational research-based
approaches for obtaining an informed SCRM. To achieve
the abovementioned vision, research needs to be carried out
in numerous directions, with the following providing some
suggestions.
(a) Develop a taxonomy of common factors in a SC and link

them to events emanating from external sources from
which related information can be captured. Although
these factors are organization-specific, as Figure 7 shows
that there is possibly some commonality among them
across SCs, they could be used by different organizations.

(b) Following the development of the above taxonomy,
use qualitative approaches and conduct interviews
with practitioners and CEOs to identify and monitor
organization-specific factors and related external events
that impact on the operations of their organizations.
Another research question is using quantitative and bid
data analysis approaches to analyze data of past major
disruptions and use it to identify factors which need to be
monitored.

(c) Although numerous data science techniques to capture
information on a real-time basis such as network graph,
knowledge graph, sentiment analyses, are used widely in
the literature, not all are applicable for every scenario.
The challenge is to identify the most beneficial combina-
tion of technique and analysis that achieves the required
objective.

(d) To achieve research objective (c), a pivotal requirement
is not only to have the required data but also to acquire it
in the correct format at the right time which falls under
the categories of data representation, management and
access, and the timely processing of information. Appro-
priate techniques need to be developed that will enable
risk managers to use relevant data in a short timeframe
that is beneficial for managing SC risks.

(e) As not all data on the Web is reliable and trustworthy,
a key research issue is to study its provenance to ascer-
tain its reliability and trustworthiness before using it for
analysis.

(f) While existing risk management approaches use the
OR/MS/MCDM model, when new information about
external events needs to be considered, the research issue
is how to readjust the risk management process so that
both streams of information, which are disparate but
related, can be rationalized and used for the goal-oriented
management of SC risks.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we reviewed the risk classifications proposed
by [63] with the aim of making an informed representation
of risk management in SCs. Our objective was to empha-
size to risk managers the importance of considering external
events and their impacts when performing their risk man-
agement tasks. While this has been highlighted by some
researchers, based on a survey of some current approaches
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for conducting each SC process, we concluded that it was not
being done which leaves a SC vulnerable to external events,
as we demonstrated using real-world examples. We pre-
sented our justifications for risk managers to change their
practices and highlighted the necessity for a data science
approach to SCRM to be adopted conjointly with existing
OR/MS/MCDM methods. This would require a systematic
shift in focus to combining quantitative, qualitative and data
science techniques. Despite big data being applied in SCRM,
it feeds information to an OR/MS/MCDM/MCDA method
rather than embracing a data science perspective. We propose
that organizations need to be more proactive in managing
their ever-increasing operational risks that impact on the
management of their SCs.
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